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Abstract:
The Returns to Investment in Primary Education in Pakistan
This paper is a comprehensive analysis of the social rates of
return to all levels of education in Pakistan, with a focus on primary
education. The analysis is based on a nationwide stratified random
sample of 55,065 individuals reporting their earnings, education and
underemployment in 1985. This is most useful for urban dwellers.
Other studies of the relation of education to productivity in agri-
culture and to population growth rates are also considered.
The analysis finds the highest economic returns to investment in
the primary education of males (i.e., 33%), with lower rates of return
at the intermediate (3%), bachelors (3%), and university (10-11%)
levels. The results then are broken down by province, controlling for
geographic aggregation bias. They show somewhat lower returns to
basic education in the rural provinces of NWFP and TSaluckistan, but
still find the highest rates at the primary level.
The positive influence of the education of women on labor force
participation and on lower fertility rates in Pakistan then is con-
sidered. But since 95 percent of rural women are illiterate, and most
leave school after first grade, the effects on population growth rates
can be expected to be delayed.
Expansion of basic education in Pakistan can also be expected to
reduce the great inequality in earnings. Currently 35 percent of the
education subsidies go to higher education, which serves .8 percent of
the students.
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The Returns to Investment in Primary Education in Pakistan
(In Urban and Agricultural Employments, to Males and
Females, Nationwide and for Selected Provinces)
Walter W. McMahon*
It is now widely recognized that education contributes
si gni -f i cantl y to economic growth and development.
It is not only the logic of the rel ationshi p. that is, investment
in education when children are young contributing to higher
returns and a better standard of living at a later age in then-
life cycles. It is also the accumulation of large numbers of
empirical studies consistent with this logic that constitutes a
substantial body of accumulated evidence on the relation of
investment in education to returns later.
The studies that merit attention are only those that control for
other influences on growth in order to isolate the net
contribution of education. Many are either aggregative or
mi croeconomi c production functions that control for the
influence of technology and of investment in physical capital as
well as other influences on growth in order to isolate the net
effect of investment in human resource development through
education. Some also take into account the feed back effects of
the income growth on further investment in education, (e.g.
McMahon 1987, p. 191). Others use mi croeconomi c data to
estimate social rates of return, again controlling for other
influences on increments to earnings or to physical output.
Both types cf studies normally find the returns in relation to
the costs to be the highest for investment in primary education,
higher than the returns to investment at other levels far each
additional 1 million Rupees invested. The social rates of
return to investing in primary education are 27*/. on Che average
in all developing countries (see Hicks, 19S7, p. 103, and
Psacharopoui. as, 1938, p. 101) in urban employments. In
agriculture, the contribution of additional primary education of
the farmer to the additional number of bushels of grain he can
produce as he uses hybrids, knowledge of animal husbandry,
fertilisers, record keeping, and other aspects of the technology
more wisely also work out to about a 277. return on the
investment, (see Lockheed, 1987, pp 115-116).
This is not to say thac there are not also returns to investing
in higher education. Technology transfer is an important aspect
of development, and there is some evidence that students
returning from graduate education abroad, especially after
allowance is made for a 7 to 10 year lag for them to become
productive, assist with this process and contribute a necessary
cutting adge to the growth process (for a study of 40 African
countries, see McMahon, 1987, p. 190-1). But there are many
problems with this process. If the higher education system
becomes overextended, graduates remain unemployed and some
emigrate. There are many internal inefficiencies in the higher
education system as well in many developing countries, with
highly subsidised students taking too long to graduate,
technology in the research institutes that does not get
disseminated to undergraduates, and the failure of the
technology to diffuse to a wider segment of urban and rural
industry. The latter requires a large middle class and a more
broadly b^^sed infra structure of metric and intermediate level
skills. The major reason however that the returns to investment
in primary education are normally higher is that the costs are
so much lower. It is only by ignoring the costs (in relation to
the returns) that this conclusion can be overturned.
A comprehensive analysis of the rates of return available in
Pakistan for increments to investment in various
levels and types of education has never been done, although
there have been studies based on sample data collected in
various local situations, or computations based on starting
salaries rather than entire age earnings profi es. In what
follows new results will be reported for Pakistan based on the
nationwide stratified random sample of 55,065 individuals over
age 15 collected in the Pakistan__Hgu9ehgld_Jncgme_and_
iL!B§Qdlture_Buryey in 1985 and now processed by the Federal
Bureau of Statistics. These results for the 4 provinces and for
the nation will be compared to rates of return obtained in other
studies at earlier dates. They will then be extended by
considering the additional non monetary returns, and wi :. 1 also
be compared to current unemployment rates by education level.
Finally they will be compared to the results of recent forecasts
of manpower demands in relation to supplies, and the resulting
tentative estimates of shortages and surpluses of labor at each
education level. The concluding section will summarise the
conclusions relating to efficient investment strategies, drawing
primarly from the cost/benefit rate of return results, but also
considering the non-monetary factors and the insights
contributed by the other approaches.
I . Psites_of _ReturQ_tg_Inve5tment_i_n_Pr Lffi§CY._fed:ycat i.gn__i n._
Pakistan
!=!!lban_M^3^e_Wor kers
The rates of return to investment in education at all levels for
26,610 urban dewellers nationwide is shown in Table 1 below.
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00 00 0.00 2000.00 2200.00 2400.00 2400.00
2300.00 2200.00
!;;SI ' o'.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 ,.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
12
ScSSt ^"EARNINGS grades 1-3 -1326.00-1326.00 2852.00
5207.00 6134.00 4879.00 3566.00 2750.00
I
'HE? EaSnINGSMF£ NO SCHOOL B52.00 3007.00 3734.00 2479.00 1266.00 550.00
16
E COST IZZml -1326.00-1326.00 85.00 109.00 144.00 136.00 120.00 105.00
tm^SSfvjm THE LAST LEV. 85.00 109.00 144.0O 136.00 120.00 105.00
20
22 M W EMUIKS grades 1-5 -1500.00 -2210.00 -3710.00 2629.00 5266.00 5300.00 5202.00 3836.00 2600.00
P
?mTni m school «9.oo 3066.oo 2900.00 2ao2.001536.oo 400.00
24
75 PRIHARYIF)
(II l EARNINGS 000 "2210.00 -2210.00 MM 118.00 200.00 250.00 (00.00 300.00
J NET EMK1 MF.FM THE LAST LEV.
H..0O I™-" 200.00 250.00 400.00 300.00
28
29 JUN. HIGH SCHOOL GEN.(M)
30 COST AND EARNINGS grades 6,7, i8 -5915.25 -2887.00-8802.25 2592.00 5517.00 6411.00 6515.00 4963.00
3618.00
31 NET EARNINGS DIF. FROM THE LAST LEV. -37.00 251.00 1111.00 1313.00
1127.00 1018.00
32
33 JUN. HIGH SCHOOL GEN.(F)
34 COST & EARNINGS -324.00 -2887.00 -3211.00 67.00 294.00 300.00 573.00 1107.00 1107.00
35 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROM THE LAST LEV. -77.00 116.00 100.00 323.00 707.00 807.00
36
37 JUN. HIGH (repeat above)
38 COST I EARNINGS -5832.00 -2887.00-8719.00 2592.00 5517.00 6411.00 6515.00 4963.00 3618.00
39 NET EARNINGS DIF. FROM THE LAST LEV. -37.00 251.00 1111.00 1313.00 1127.00 1018.00
40
41 JUN. High (F) Repeat Above
42 COST & EARNINGS : -150.75 -2887.00 -3037.75 200.00 294.00 300.00 573.00 1107.00 1107.00
43 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROM THE LASKIV. 56.00 116.00 100.00 323.00 707.00 807.00
44
45 HIGH SCHOOL (Matriculate, grades 9-10), (II) \.
46 COST I EARNINGS -5832.00 -5705. OOf-lmU)^ 2047.00 4500.00 4838.00 6074.00 5901.00 4360.00
47 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROM THE LAST LEV. -545.00-1017.00-1573.00 -44100 938.00 742.00
48
'49 HIGH SCHOOL (Matriculate, Grades 9-10) (F) ' .
50 COST & EARNINGS -173.36 -5705.00 -5878.36 40.00 46.00 215.00 302.00 300.00 250.00
51 NET EARNINGS DIF FROM THE LAST LEV. ' -27.00 -248.00 -85.00 -271.00 -807.00 -857.00
52
53 INTERMEDIATE (grades 11-12) (M)
54 COST & EARNINGS -3070.50 -5542.00 -8612.50 1231.00 5141.00 7017.00 7243.00 6346.00 5000.00
55 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROM THE LAST LEV. -1361.00 -376.00 606.00 728.00 1383.00 1382.00
TABLE 1
SOCJAL RATES OF RETURN FOR PAKISTAN
BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION: 55,065 URBAN DWELLERS NATIONWIDE
1985 Household Income and Expenditure Survey
All Urban
yvEL OF EDUCATION Workers
SOME PRIMARY(M) 0.74
SOME PRIMARY(F) 0.08
PRIMARY (grades l-5)(Male) 0.33
PRIMARY (grades l-5)(Female) 0.08
MIDDLE Jr. High*grades 6,7, & 8)(M) 0.06
MIDDLE Jr. High grades 6,7, & 8)(F) 0.05
MIDDLE Jr. High grades 6,7, J, 8)(M) 0.06
MIDDLE Jr. High grades 6,7, J 8)(F) 0.06
MATRICULATE (Secondary grades 9-10)(H) -0.03
MATRICULATE (Secondary grades 9-10)(F) ERR
INTERMEDIATE (Sec'ry grades 1 1 - 1 2 ) ( tt ) 0.03
INTERMEDIATE (Sec'ry grades 1 1 - 12) (F ) -0.07
BACHELORS (grades 13-15)(M) 0.03
8ACHEL0RS (grades 13-15)(F) 0.00
8ACHEL0RS (grades 13-15)(H)(repeat) 0.03
BACHELORS (grades 13-15)(F)(repeat) -0.03
UNIVERSITY (MA,MS,MPhil)(M) 0.10
UNIVERSITY (MA,MS,MPhil)(F) 0.06
UNIVERSITY(PhO)(years 18-20)(M) 0.11
UNIVERSITY(PhD)(years 18-20)(F) 0.06
57 INTERMEDIATE (grades 11-12) (F)
58 COST & EARNINGS -60.00 -5542.00 -5602.00 36.00 157.00 470.00 1022.00 1022.00 1000.00
59 NET EARNINGS DIE. FROM THE LAST*LEV. -31 .00' -137.00 170.00 449.00 -85.00 -107.00
60 v 1
61 BACHELORS (grades 13-15) (H) "
62 COST 4 EARNINGS -3037.49 -51387.00 ********* 1288.00 5608.00 9133.00 9400.00 10658.00 5449.00
63 NET EARNINGS OIF. FROM THE LAST LEV. -1304.00 91.00 2722.00 2885.00 5695.00 1831.00
64
65 BACHELORS (grades 13-15) (F)
66 COST 4 EARNINGS -88.83 -51387.00 ********* 1000.00 1328.00 1668.00 2683.00 1733.00 1000.00
67 NET EARNINGS OIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 933.00 1034.00 1368.00 2110.00 116.28 116.28
68
69 BACHELORS (grades 13-15)(repeat)
70 COST 4 EARNINGS -3037.49 -51387.00 ********* 1288.00 5608.00 9133.00 9400.00 10658.00 5449.00
71 NET EARNINGS OIF. FROM THE LAST LEV. -1304.00 91.00 2722.00 2885.00 5695.00 1831.00
72
73 BACHELORS (grades 13-15) repeat (F)
74 COST 4 EARNINGS -88.83 -51387.00 ********* 1000.00 1328.00 1668.00 2683.00 1733.00 1000.00
75 NET EARNINGS DIF .FROM THE LAST LEV. 933.00 1034.00 1368.00 116.28 116.28 116.28
76
77 MA,MS,MPhil (years 16 4 17) (M)
78 COST 4 EARNINGS -1932.00 -34258.00 ********* 5222.00 12927.00 12542.00 12732.00 4088.00
79 NET EARNINGS OIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 722.00 8089.00 6468.00 6831.00 -272.00
80
81 HA.MS.MPhil (years 16 4 17) (F)
82 COST 4 EARNINGS -1500.00 -34258.00 ********* 1689.00 2494.00 5078.00 4000.00 500.00
83 NET EARNINGS OIF. FROM THE LAST LEV. 1643.00 2279.00 4776.00 3700.00 250.00
84
,
.
UNIVERSITY (Phd) (years 18, 19, 420) (M)
86 COST 4 EARNINGS ****«****-68516.00 ********* 8962.00 16755.00 22426.00 28516.00 8842.00
87 NET EARNINGS DIF. FROM THE LAST LEV. 4462.00 11917.00 16352.00 22615.00 4482.00
89
89 UNIVERSITY (PHd) (years 18, 19, and 20) (F)
90 COST 4 EARNINGS • -506?. 00 -68516.00 ********* 3066.00 4418.00 8986.00 4800.00 5400.00
91 NET EARNINGS DIF. FROM THE LAST LEV. 3020.00 4203.00 8684.00 4500.00 5150.00
The earnings at each age throughout the age-earnings profile as
well as the investment costs on which they are based are shown
in Table 2.
These results suggest that there are very high rates of return
available for investing in some primary education, foh^mM \-3p a
rate of return of 747. assuming that the value of the services at
home to the parents is zero at this age. For the primary level
as a whole, the rate of return is 33"/., which is also very high.
These social rates of return include both the private costs to
the parents (estimated at 1,500 Rp . in foregone earnings) as
well as the direct tax cost of teachers and schools to the
government (estimated at 3,700 Rp . per pupil, as shown in
Table 2). These returns presumably would be available for
investments in increasing access (e.g. in urban ghettos or other
areas where there are no schools) as well as more tentatively to
investments in improving quality and reducing drop out rates.
All rates of return are computed by including persons who are
unemployed and averaging in their small or even zero earnings
with the others. Higher unemployment rates in a particular
category therefore lower the rate of return. Since many urban
females in the sample report no earnings, even though they may
be working at home caring for children and the family, rates of
return for females based on money earnings that including these
homemakers (as in Table 1 and 2) are not meaningful and should
be ignored. (Returns to investing in the education of females
will be considered further below). Farmers who frequently have
limited "earnings" from salaried employment are not included in
the results reported in Table 1 and 2 and will be discussed
separately below for similar reasons.
Social rates of return to investment in improving and extending
middle school education are lower, but still positive and
significant (6"/.).
At higher levels, rates of return are lower than to investment
in primary education. They are negative at the matriculate
level, (perhaps because the curriculum at this level is designed
more for those who intend to go on so that school leataers at
this stage have fewer job skills ?) . They are positive but low
at the BA level probably because of the oversupply of
graduates. Rates of returns are very close to the international
average at the university or level, averaging 10"/. for
grades 16 and 17, or 77. for the whole 4 years of
grades 13-16 taken as a whole. The rates of return to
investment in postgraduate training toward the Ph. D. of 117. are
relatively high by international standards. This latter rate of
return to the nation would have to be reduced slightly given
that some Ph. D's emigrate.
Table 3 shows the rates of return to education in NWFF' and in
Bai uchi stan , Table 4 shows the underlying earnings data -for NWFP
and Table 5 for Baluchistan. The assumptions used for
calculating the rates of return in these two provinces are
identical. But the assumptions differ slightly from those used
at the primary levels as the basis in Table 1 for the entire
nation. The difference shows the effect of assuming that "some
primary" means grades 1-4 for males and 1-2 for females in
Tables 3-5, where it was taken to mean grades 1-3 in
Tables 1 and 2 for the nation as a whole. The result is that
the rates of return for "some primary" are 207. in NWFF' and 41"/.
in Baluchi stan for males (rather than the extraordinary high 747.
where it is assumed that there are only 3 years of direct
schooling costs and no foregone earnings). For completion of
primary, the rates of return in NWFP and Baluchistan assume
substanti 1 1 y higher foregone earnings costs to the parents, but
the rates of return Of 177. and 187. are still substantial.
The pattern at the other levels of education follows the
national pattern of negative rates at the matriculate level and
positive, but lower, rates at intermediate, BA, and MA levels.
Returns to the Ph. D in NWFP and Baluchistan remain at a
relatively high 7-107.. The one exception to the pattern is the
quite low social rates of return to middle schools in
Baluchistan, a -97., which merits further investigation.
These rates of return to primary education of 17-187. by very
conservative assumptions (Table 3), or 337. by standard
assumptions (Table 1), compare to the 277. typical of all
developing countries in Asia (see Psacharapolaus, 1938 p. 101).
A study by Suleiman Cohen based on i\ national Labor Force Survey
for an earlier year (1979) finds a social rate of return to the
combination of primary and middle school of 8.77. or 11.77. by
this alternative approach. Since Cohen's increments to earnings
(769 Rp . ) are very close to the increments in Tables 2-5 for
middle school over and above primary levels (See the junior high
school net earnings differential over primary in Table 2 or
Table 3), his rates of return probably should be interpreted as
m^CQiQ^l rates rather than an average rate that includes the
primary level earnings increments over the earnings of
illiterates. Also, earnings differentials at later ages need to
be included in the calculation, as in Table 2. Interpreted as
such, his 8.7:i to 11.77. rates of return to middle school
education are very close to the? 67. for middle school that we
find for the nation as a whole (See Table 1) as well as in NWFP
(Table 3)
.
Hamadi (1977, p. 156) has also calculated rates of return for
investment in primary education for 1975 for an urban sample in
Rawalpindi City. Hamadi ' s rates of return to primary (a 207.
-: 4 :
LEVEL OF EDUCATION
TABLE 3
SOCIAL RATE OF RETURN
BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION FOR URBAN WORKERS: NWFP
ALL WORKERS, EMPLOYED AND "NOT WORKING*
(MANY FEMALES ANSWER "NOT WORKING")
SOME PRIMARY IN)
SOME PRIMARY (F)
0.20
0.06
0.41
0.06
PRIHARY(H)
PRIMARY IF), MANY HAVE NO EARNINGS
0.17
0.02
0.18
0.02
MIDDLE SCHOOL (N) (6-8) 0.06 -0.0?
MIDDLE SCH00LIFX6-8) 0.06 0.06
JUNIOR SEC. VOCATIONALIH)
JUNIOR SEC. VOCATIONAL (F)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
MATRICULATE <H) (9-10)
MATRICULATE (F) (9-10)
-1.95
N.A. N.A.
ERR
N.A. N.A.
SENIOR SEC. VOCATIONAL(N)
SENIOR SEC. VOCATIONAL(F)
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
INTERMEDIATE (H) (11-lfe
INTERMEDIATE (F) (11-12)
0.02
N.A. N.A.
ERR
N.A. N.A.
COLLEGE BA (M) (2 YRS.)
COLLEGE BA (F) (2 YRS)
0.05
0.08
0.05
0.08
COLLEGE HA,MPHIL (M)(4 Yr >6r 12)
COLLEGE HA, NPHIL (F) (4 Yr >6r 12)
i
0.03 0.07
0.03
UNIVERSITY (H) PHD (3 YR >6r HA)
'UNIVERSITY (F) PHD (3 Yr HA)
1
0.10
0.09
0.07
0.09
51-60 61-65
i K
0.00 0.00
80.00 80.00
PAKISTAN EARNINGS OF URBAN HALES: NMFP
TOTAL SOCIAL COSTS AND 6R0SS AND NET RETURNS TO EDUCATION
KbJV'Sm
^
COST OF EDUCATION HEAN ANNUAL EARNINGS AT DIFFERENT AGES
'
„. „,;„„,, AGE GROUPS
University of Illinois
C0pyri gh t 1988
Foregone Direct TOTAL 15-20 21-30 31-40 41-50
If using or reproducing prograi Earnings Cost
please retain copyright and C D E F
6 H
11 NO^CHOOUflT'
V '
0.00 0.00 0.00 1500.00 2850.00 2700.00 1300.00
12 NO SCHOOL(F) 0-00 0.00 0.00 80.00 80.00
80.00 80.00
13
a COST !
RK£<GradM ^ -4500.00 -1768.00 -6268.00 2373.00 4446.00 5205.00 5011.00 3575.00 1915.00
16 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV.
873.00 1596.00 2505.00 3711.00 3575.00 1915.00
17
!! COST THE*
(GndeS l "2 '
-120.00 -884.00 -1004.00 110.00 120.00 216.00 156.00 139.00 167.00
20 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV.
30.00 40.00 136.00 76.00 59.00 87.00
21
23 COStTeARMIMBs""
^
"5625.00 -2210.00 -7835.00. 1703.00 5253.00 7000.00 4822.00 4219.00 1950.00
24 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV.
203.00 2403.00 4300.00 3522.00 4219.00 1950.00
25
26 PRIHARY(F)
27 COST I EARNINGS "300.00 -2210.00 -2510.00 110.00
120.00 216.00 156.00 139.00 167.00
28 NET EftRNlNSS DIF.FROn THE LAST LEV.
30.00 40.00 136.00 76.00 59.00 87.00
S^OUM-M
_4202il5 _2887<00 _70B9<15 250M0 5400 . 00 5970 .00 6540.00 6291.00 6000.00
32 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV.
797.00 147.00 -1030.00 1718.00 2072.00 4050.00
33
34 HIDDLE-SCHOOL-(F) (Grades 6-8)-- "" „„..„.. .« *i iot 70 itn nn
35 COST I EARNINGS -271.43-2887.00-3158.43 209.59
349.64 45. 483 2 483.72 50
36 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV.
99.59 229.64 235.68 327.72 344.72 283.00
37
46 HATRICULATE(H) (Grades 9-10)
47 COST i EARN1N6S -4125.00 -5705.00 -9830.00 2700.00 5673.00 6078.00 5230.00 3825.00 2786.00
48 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 200.00 273.00 108.00 -1310.00 -2466.00 -3214.00
49
50 HATRICULATE (F) (Grades 9-10)
51 COST & EARNIN6S -345.83 -5705.00 -6050.83 300.00 428.72 453.88 600.00 699.96 650.04
52 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 90.41 79.08 2.20 116.28 216.24 200.04
62 INTERMEDIATE (H) (Grades 11-12)
63 COST & EARNINGS -4455.00 -5705.00 »«*** 3500.00 4591.00 6330.00 6330.00 4514.00 4514.00
64 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 800.00 -1082.00 252.00 1100.00 689.00 1728.00
65
66 INTERMEDIATE (F) (Grades 11-12)
67 COST Si EARNIN6S -495.00 -5705.00 -6200.00 240.00 1000.00 1080.00 763.00 0.00 0.00
68 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. -60.00 571.28 626.12 163.00 -699.96 -650.04
69
70 COLLEGE BA (2 Yrs.XH)
71 COST it EARNINGS -5775.00 iMHHHfftMHIM 1627.00 5168.00 9371.00 11276.00 11152.00 4088.00
NET EARNINGS DIFFERENTIAL BEYOND INTERMEDIATE -1873.00 577.00 3041.00 4946.00 6638.00 -426.00
73
74 COLLEGE BA (2 YRS) (F)
75 COST i. EARNINGS -396.00 *«*«»««*««•• 1029.00 3224.00 3696.00 8880.00 8000.00 8000.00
76 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 789.00 2224.00 2616.00 8117.00 8000.00 8000.00
77
78 COLLEGE HA,HPHIL (H)(4Yrs>6r.l2)
79 COST AND EARNINGS HtMtHHMtH#HM»tM« 6062.00 7887.00 9602.00 9120.00 9000.00
80 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 1471.00 1557.00 9602.00 4606.00 4486.00
61
82 C0LLE6E HA,HPhil (FMYrs > GR.12)
83 COST & EARNINGS -810.00 iMHHMtMHMfl 2542.00 2500.00 5850.00 5850.00 5000.00
84 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 1542.00 1420.00 5087.00 5850.00 5000.00
B5
86 UNIVERSITY (H) PhD (3 Yrs Beyong HA)
87 COST % EARNINGS HHHHWIHHHHHHHI 8556.00 20803.00 20554.00 55500.00 15000.00
89 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 2494.00 12916.00 10952.00 46380.00 6000.00
89
90 UNIVERSITY (F) PhD (3 Yrs Beyond HA)
91 COST it EARNINGS -6672.75 mttHtmmmt 7200.00 7200.00 24000.00 20000.00 0.00
92 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 4658.00 4700.00 18150.00 14150.00 -5000.00
51-60 61-65
J K
0.00 0.00
80.00 80.00
PAKISTAN EARNINGS OF URBAN HALES: BALUCHISTAN
TOTAL SOCIAL COSTS AND GROSS AND NET RETURNS TO EDUCATION
Prograi developed by
Halter K, Reflation COST OF EDUCATION MEAN ANNUAL EARN1N6S AT DIFFERENT AGES
University of Illinois ABE GROUPS
Copyright 1988 Foregone Direct TOTAL 15-20 21-30 31-40 ' 41-50
If using or reproducing progras Earnings Cost
please retain copyright and C a E F 6 H I
10 quote properly.
11 NO SCHOOL(H) 0.00 0.00 0.00 1500.00 2850.00 2700.00 1300.00
12 NO SCHOOL(F) 0.00 0.00 0.00 80.00 80.00 80.00 80.00
13
14 SOME PRIHARY(H)(Srades 1-4)
15 COST k EARNIN6S -4500.00 -1768.00 -6268.00 3572.00 7470.00 7585.00 6359.00 4688.00 4553.00
16 NET EARNINGS DIF.FRQH THE LAST LEV. 2072.00 4620.00 4885.00 5059.00 4688.00 4553.00
17
18 SORE PRIHARY(F) (Grades 1-2)
19 COST k EARNINGS -120.00 -B84.00 -1004.00 110.00 120.00 216.00 156.00 139.00 167.00
20 NET EARNIN6S DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 30.00 40.00 136.00 76.00 59.00 87.00
21
22 PRIHARY(H) (Grades 1-5)
23 COST k EARNINGS -5625.00 -2210.00 -7835.00 3200.00 3250.00 5960.00 6000.00 7500.00 6500.00
24 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 1700.00 400.00 3260.00 4700.00 7500.00 6500.00
25
26 PRIMARY (F)
27 COST k EARNINGS -300.00 -2210.00 -2510.00 110.00 120.00 216.00 156.00 139.00 167.00
28 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 30.00 40.00 136.00 76.00 59.00 87.00
29
30 N10DLE SCHOOL (H) (Grades 6-8)
31 COST h EARNINGS -7896.00 -2887.00 HtMHH 3200.00 10800.00 12800.00 6540.00 6291.00 6000.00
32 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 0.00 7550.00 6840.00 540.00 -1209.00 -500.00
33
34 HIDDLE SCHOOL (F) (Grades 6-8)
35 COST k EARNIN6S -271.43 -2887.00 -3158.43 209.59 349.64 451.68 483.72 483.72 450.00
36 NET EARN1N6S DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 99.59 229.64 235.68 327.72 344.72 283.00
4~6~HATR1CULATE(H) (Grades 9-10)
47 COST k EARNIN6S -5280.00 -5705.00 ttt*ttt« 761.00 5160.00 6000.00 7885.00 5700.00 4000.00
48 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. -2439.00 -5640.00 -6800.00 1345.00 -591.00 -2000.00
49
50 HATRICULATE (F) (Grades 9-10)
51 COST & EARNINGS -345.83 -5705.00 -6050.83 300.00 428.72 453.88 600.00 699.96 650.04
52 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 90.41 79.08 2.20 116.28 216.24 200.04
62 INTERHEDIATE (H) (Grades 11-12)
63 COST V EARNINGS 1255.65-5705.00-696O.65 "3000.00 5200.00 86H..0C 7000.00 4482.00 5000.00
64 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 2239.00 40.00 2616.00 -885.00 -1218.00 1000.00
65
66 INTERHEDIATE (F) (Grades 11-12)
67 COST I EARNIN6S -495.00 -5705.00 -6200.00 240.00 1000.00 1080.00 763.00 0.00 0.00
68 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. -60.00 571.28 626.12 163.00 -699.96 -650.04
69
70 COLLEGE BA (2 Yrs.HH)
71 COST k EARNINGS -4950.00 §«««#«*««§« 3000.00 7592.00 11720.00 8507.00 6677.00 6000.00
NET EARNINGS DIFFERENTIAL BEYOND INTERHEDIATE 0.00 2392.00 3104.00 1507.00 2195.00 1000.00
73
74 COLLEGE BA (2 YRS) (F)
75 COST k EARNINGS -396.00 HttttttfttHmtf 1029.00 3224.00 3696.00 8880.00 8000.00 8000.00
76 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 789.00 2224.00 2616.00 8117.00 8000.00 8000.00
77
78 COLLEGE HA.HPHIL (H) (4Yrs>Gr.l2)
79 COST AND EARNINGS HHHHHHMHHtHHtm 5742.00 14751.00 15900.00 36000,00 6000.00
80 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 542.00 6135.00 15900.00 31518.00 1000.00
81
82 COLLEGE HA.HPhil (FMYrs > GR.12)
83 COST k EARNINGS -810.00 HlWIHHHHHI 2542.00 2500.00 5850.00 5850.00 5000.00
84 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 1542.00 1420.00 5087.00 5850.00 5000.00
85
86 UNIVERSITY (H) PhD (3 Yrs Beyong HA)
87 COST k EARNINGS HHtiHMHHttttHHHM 10110.00 18000.00 34323.00 36000.00 15000.00
89 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 4368.00 3249.00 18423.00 0.00 9000.00
89
90 UNIVERSITY (F) PhD (3 Yrs Beyond HA)
91 COST k EARNIN6S -6672.75 HHWHHHWH 7200.00 7200.00 24000.00 20000.00 0.00
92 NET EARNINGS DIF.FROH THE LAST LEV. 4658.00 4700.00 18150.00 14150.00 -5000.00
private and 13"/. social rate) also appear to include middle
school, and hence are also roughly comparable to the new results
presented here. His returns to "incomplete primary" are quite
low however suggesting that the earnings of illiterates in 1975
in Rawal pi ndi, a major norther military center, may have been
higher than might be expected.
Ib£_6££urns_tg_Primary._£ducatign_.i D-Agr^i culture
jt survey of many studies of the returns to primary education in
agriculture finds that especially when efforts are being made
through agriculture programs to introduce hybrids, irregation,
fertilization, use and maintenance of farm machinery, animal
husbandry techniques, and other aspects of more complicated
modernizing technology, the returns to basic education are
particularly high. (See S Lockheed, 1987, pp 115-16).
Specifically, after controlling for the influence of other
factors, four years of basic education of farmers is found to
raise their annual output of grain by 8.4'/.. This works out to a
real rate of return to investment in primary education of about
11'/.. Some of the young people in rural schools will enter
agri-business and urban employments in the provincial towns, in
which case the social rates of return to primary education in
urban employments reported above apply. A recent study by
Khali 1 Ahmed (1988) considers the returns to primary education
of farmers based on data specific to Pakistan.
B£turns_tg_the_Lducati.gn_gf
_
Women
The returns to the basic education of women come in three basic
forms. First, a larger percentage who have education enter the
labor force, and as a result have monetary ec^rnings. Second,
the health of the children, including the survival rate, the
education of the children, and the health of the husband are all
known to improve when the woman has more education. This is
true not just for education about basic sanitation and
nutrition, but also for more general basic literacy
(see Psacharopoulos and Woodhall, 1985, pp. 290-294 for a survey
of the research). Third, another important link that has long
been recognized but only recently quantified in detail, is the
one between education and fertility.
It is impossible to quantify these labor force entry, health,
and lower fertility rate benefits in economic value terms so
that a "total" rate of return to the primary arid middle school
education of women can be competed. The monetary rates of
return to the education of women shown in Tables 1-5 therefore
are fqr below their true values.
One aspect of this, the relation of the basic education of
women, especially in the rural areas, to fertility rates merits
close attention in Pakistan. Pakistan has a population growth
rate (3.01*/.) that is alarmingly high by developing country
standards. As seen in Table 6 below, population growth rates
are highest in NWFP (3.27V.), Sind (3.507.) and Baluchistan
(6.857.), with the Baluchistan rate a candidate fa*" being the
world record. One major reason for concern about this is that
even with an economic growth rate of 5.4"/. in Pakistan, (which is
very unlikely to be sustained as interest rates rise in the US
and Europe and as defense expenditures fall), then this 5.47.
growth net of the 3.017. population growth rate results in a per
capita growth rate of 2.47.. It also means that there is a mi_nus
per_cap_i_ta growth rate in Baluchistan.
Table 6
lQt§C_Z_QgD§yI_£'2ByI^t^gn_Grgwthj Es'tiiStan
Pun j ab
Sind
NWFP
Bal uchi stan
Mai es
*-> 45
si a 29
3. 29
6. 76
Eemales
3. 01
~r
t 74
3 25
6. 94
Both Sexes
*-\
,71
3 50
si •,27
6. 85
Total Pakistani 2.B3 3.01
Source: World Bank/IFC (198S, Ch 2, Table 2.2)
To put this in perspective, p_er_cap_ita growth on the Pacific
ring averages 7.S7. per year, and is 4.97. per year in Indonesia.
Other countries with Pakistan's per capita income of $380 per
year have population growth rates that are about half of
Pakistan's 3.01 7., ranging between 1.47. and 2.B7.. At this rate,
with a current population of 96.3 million, the population will
be over 200 million by the year 2010.
A major source of this high population growth is the very low
literacy level and lack of basic education through the Sth grade
of rural women. As suggested by a nu^jor new World Bank Pakistan
population study, the lack of basic education of women is "one
of the most important determinants of high fertility" (World
Bank/IFC, 1988, Ch 7 p. 9). This may be seen in Table 7, where
more education of women results in a steady decline in the
desired family size, especially after about 8 years of
education. At this point although child survival rates Are
-: 6 :-
3.9 3.6
3.9 3.6
4. 1 5.5
3.8 3. 3
3.8 3.8
4 . 2.9
higher, and therefore population may grow even faster for a
time, women delay marriage. For this and other complex reasons,
such as the desire to have i&var children when they enter urban
employments, fertility rates (Table 7) and eventually population
growth rates fall.
Additional education is therefore an example of an area where
public policy intervention is particularly influential.
Table_7
dg§Q_D§sired_Number_gf _Chi l_dr en x _ 1.984-85
Wgmenls_Educatign^ N9_Schggl L.ess_tnan _B Secondary Q9lleQS
Punjab 4.8 4.3
Sind 5.2 4.6
NWFP 5.6 4.7
Baluchistan 5.9 4.4
Urban 5.3 4.4
Rural 5.0 4.3
Source: World Bank (1988, Ch 2, Table 22.11)
A USAID-sponsored scholarship program for women up through
secondary school operated since 1982 in Bangladesh has been very
successful in increasing female enrollment rates, delaying the
age of marriage, increasing contraceptive use, and reducing
family size. The experience gained in operating this successful
program should be useful in Pakistan. (Bee Linda Martin, 1987,
especially pp 5-6).
It must be stressed that there is about a seven year period to
go through before enough females reach the secondary level
(where the impact on fertility rates is largest) during which
there is also a reduction in infant mortality, as seen in
Table 8.
Table_8
iQl ^Q£_!l!Q!r.tc*l Lty.
Education of the Mother Natal Neonatal Years
None 77 45 49
Some 54 35 21
Source: World Bank (1988, Ch 2, Table 2.15)
-: 7 :-
There is therefore likely to be a 7-10 year period where there
is no decrease and even a small increase in the population
growth rate, as may be seen in the less optomistic (and more
realistic) assumptions about -fertility decline on the right hand
side of Table 9.
This effect of female education, while reducing child mortality,
therefore is supportive of the nation's broader programs in
health, even though better health hats a temporarily adverse
effect on population growth. But the effect on desired family
size appears to be the dominant effect in most places in
Pakistan as was shown in Table 7. This suggests that more
primary education for women even 1 ipr only through 1 grades
through 5 of primary school, is very likely to result in
healthier but also smaller, families, in Pakistan, and that as
more finish secondary school, the net effect is likely to be
even more dramatic.
Relation _gf _Basic_EducatiLgn_to_I_negual.i_ty.
Although equi -proport i onal expansion of education at all levels
has little effect on the distribution of income, at least in the
short run, expansion of primary education by improving the
earning capacity of many who otherwise would remain at
subsistance levels has a dramatic effect in reducing poverty.
Any investment at the primary level that stresses the rural
areas, where most of the people and future illiterates are, has
an even stronger effect in reducing inequality. (For a survey
of the research, see Psacharopoul os and Woodhal 1 , 19B5, Ch. 9).
Income is more unequally destributed in Pakistan than in the US
or in any of the industrialized countries. It is also more
unequally distributed than in many of the developing countries
outside of some parts of sub-Saharan Africa. (See World Bank,
1988,). The well known World Development Report (1980) that was
devoted to the problem of poverty suggested that since rates of
return to investment in primary education are relatively high,
both economic growth (i.e. efficiency) and equity can be jointly
served by investment in basic education.
Most of the poorest people in Pakistan are farmers. T.W.
Schultz (1983, Ch. 1) devoted his Nobel Prize lecture to "The
Economic^ of Being Poor", stressing the importance of human
resources development in agriculture? not only to raising
agricultural productivity, but also to overcoming poverty.
Since rural females are at the very bottom of the income
distribution, and Baluchistan and NWFP are the two poorest and
least developed provinces in Pakistan, the effect that can be
expected from investment in basic education in those regions in
reducing inequality in the distribution of education, and hence
of earnings later, is particularly significant.
-: 8 :-
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The results of current manpower demand and supply analyses as
they relate to the lower levels of education in Pakistan point
in the same direction as the findings from the preceeding
analyses of returns in relation to costs.
S.I. Cohen has developed a labor force matrix for Pakistan that
estimates the surpluses ( + ) and shortages (-) of labor with
different levels of education as shown below in Table 11.
SHORTABES_AND_SyRPLUSES_BY_EDUCATION_LEVEL
PAKISTAN 198S
Surplus ( + ) or Unemployment
Educatign_Level_ Shgrtage_.(-)
'L LQ_thgusands
No School, or Some Primary +2.7 +618
Primary -2.2 - 72
Middle School +2.9 + 69
Matric and Intermediate +12.0 +309
College, BA +12.4 + 52
College, MA, Ph. D. +12.5 +24
Source: Khan, Mahmood, and Siddiqui (1986, p. 188)
These findings indicate, as stated by Cohen, that "labor markets
for lower skills and education levels will continue to be
tighter than for upper skills and education levels". In
particular there is a large surplus of illiterates, and a
shortage of persons with primary school levels of literacy in
the labor force at the present time.
This pattern is repeated in the pattern of underemployment rates
obtained f \-cm new computations based on the national Household
Income and Expenditure Survey data. Those "Not Working" (which
is ngt the best measure of unemployment) are frequently young.
Nevertheless, 60-73.3"/. of those males over age 15 with no school
Are reported as "Not Working". The rates among those with some
primary and primary are much lower (7.5 to 26"/.). Those
reporting to the interviewers that they are "Not Working"
constitute higher percentages at the 4 year college level
(34-42. 47.) .
The overall levels of these underemployment rates are much
-: 9 :-
higher throughout than the official unemployment rates, largely
because the persons "not working" are not heads of households
and often are not officially unemployed. This is also a young
person phenomena. As individuals get older, and became heads of
households, the percent "not working" is much lower (2.9-8.5*/.
among the provinces) as shown on the two bottom lines in
Table 12.
III. Qgncl.u5i.gQS
The new results concerning returns to investment in education in
relation to costs reveal a pattern quite similar to that shown
by manpower demand and supply analyses. There is also a similar
pattern revealed by the percentages of persons not working at
the lower levels of education where there are surpluses of
illiterates. Just above level, there are high social rates of
return to investment in primary education, as well as shortages
of persons in the labor force. These shortages are more
pronounced, and the rates of return to investment ar higher at
this level than at any other level.
In addition to these economic benefits, there are substantial
non-monetary returns to be obtained in the form of greater
agricultural output, lower fertility rates, better health,
greater equity, and in general, a positive contribution to
devel op men t
.
A balanced investment strategy that attends to the needs at all
levels, but increases investment the most rapidly in those areas
where the expected retruns in relation to the costs are higher
needs to attend to these facts.
- : 10 :
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